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Abstract

Context The spatial distribution of non-substi-

tutable resources implies diverging predictions for

animal movement patterns. At broad scales, animals

should respond to landscape complementation by

selecting areas where resource patches are close-by to

minimize movement costs. Yet at fine scales, central

place effects lead to the depletion of patches that are

close to one another and that should ultimately be

avoided by consumers.

Objectives We developed a multi-scale resource

selection framework to test whether animal movement

is driven by landscape complementation or resource

depletion and identify at which spatial scale these

processes are relevant from an animal’s perspective.

Methods During the dry season, surface water and

forage are non-substitutable resources for African

elephants. Eight family herds were tracked using GPS

loggers in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe. We

explained habitat selection during foraging trips by

mapping surface water at two scales with gaussian

kernels of varying widths placed over each waterhole.

Results Unexpectedly, elephants select areas with

low waterhole density at both fine scales (\ 1 km) and
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broad scales (5–7 km). Selection is stronger when

elephants forage far away from water, even more so as

the dry season progresses.

Conclusions Elephant selection of low waterhole

density areas suggests that resource depletion around

multiple central places is the main driver of their

habitat selection. By identifying the scale at which

animals respond to waterhole distribution we provide

a template for water management in arid and semi-arid

landscapes that can be tailored to match the require-

ments and mobility of free ranging wild or domestic

species.

Keywords African elephant � Density dependence �
GPS � Herbivore movement � Hwange National Park �
Loxodonta africana � Resource selection function �
Semi-arid savanna � Surface water

Introduction

The spatial distribution of resources in heterogeneous

environments strongly influences how animals use a

landscape and ultimately their abundance (Illius and

O’Connor 2000; Wang et al. 2006). At the landscape

scale, resource limitation can result from the intrinsic

quality of different resource patches and the spatial

layout of these patches (Dunning et al. 1992). Whereas

most foraging resources are substitutable, animals also

depend onnon-substitutable resources for their survival,

such as nesting or denning sites for reproduction

(Mueller et al. 2009), escape terrain to take refuge from

predators (Hamel and Côté 2007) or haulage sites for

marinemammals and birds (Birt et al. 1987). In arid and

semi-arid regions, forage and surface water become

non-substitutable resources during the dry season. As a

result, surface water availability is a key determinant of

animal distribution at the landscape scale (Western

1975; Redfern et al. 2003; Ogutu et al. 2014).

Landscape complementation occurs when non-

substitutable resource patches are sufficiently close

to one another for animals to successfully exploit

them. The proximity between patches of non-substi-

tutable resources defines the level of landscape

complementation of an area (Dunning et al. 1992).

Animals are expected to select areas with higher

complementation to reduce travelling costs. For

instance, water dependent herbivores living in arid

areas would select areas with higher waterhole den-

sity. If landscape complementation drives resource

selection, animal densities are expected to be higher in

areas offering greater complementation. For example,

dry season African elephant (Loxodonta africana)

densities increase with waterhole density in Hwange

National Park, Zimbabwe (Chamaillé-Jammes et al.

2007c).

However, higher densities in areas offering better

complementation should increase competition for

foraging resources as animals aggregate in these more

profitable landscape units. The foraging areas closest

to the limiting resource (e.g., a waterhole) would

rapidly be depleted, creating central place effects

around each non substitutable resource patch. Central

place effects occur when animals must return regularly

to a single location in the landscape (e.g., a nest,

burrow or waterhole) between foraging trips (Orians

and Pearson 1979; Olsson et al. 2008). One of the key

consequences of central place effects is the emergence

of a resource gradient due to depletion close to the

central place. Central place depletion has been mea-

sured around seabird colonies (Birt et al. 1987) and

around prairie dog towns (Cynomys ludovicianus)

(Augustine and Springer 2013). Similar depletion

effects have been described for herbivores having

access to a single water source (e.g., Squires 1976;

Shrader et al. 2008 and elsewhere). However, free

ranging herbivores generally have the ability to choose

between multiple waterholes.

The use of multiple central places allows animals to

simultaneously expand their home-range by changing

central place (Chapman et al. 1989) and reduce travel

costs to each central place (McLaughlin and Mont-

gomerie 1989). To understand the drivers of resource

selection by multiple central place foragers in a

heterogeneous landscape, one must consider the

spatial scales of central place distribution (Wiens

1989), animal movement patterns (Benhamou 2013)

and of their foraging decisions (Bailey et al. 1996;

Owen-Smith et al. 2010).

To explore the effects of resource depletion and

landscape complementation on habitat selection we

analyzed the movement patterns of African elephant

family herds living in a semi-arid savanna in Hwange

National Park, Zimbabwe. Several studies found

elephants strongly select areas close to permanent

water sources at broad scales (Cushman et al. 2005; De

Beer and Van Aarde 2008; Harris et al. 2008; Shannon
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et al. 2009; Cushman et al. 2010; de Knegt et al. 2011)

suggesting landscape complementation is the initial

driver of habitat use. However, at finer scales

elephants appear to avoid areas close to water (de

Knegt et al. 2011; Roever et al. 2014) indicating

foraging patch quality becomes the determining

criterion of their foraging decisions.

Unlike previous studies that assumed the effect of

waterholes was captured by the distance to the closest

water source (De Beer and Van Aarde 2008; Cushman

et al. 2010; Franz et al. 2010; de Knegt et al. 2011;

Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013), we explicitly mod-

elled waterhole density using a bivariate Gaussian

kernel method that allowed us to compare different

spatial scales given by the kernel width (Cushman

et al. 2010). We conjectured that landscape comple-

mentation would lead elephants to select areas with

high waterhole density at a broad scale. However, we

expected avoidance of depleted areas would keep

elephants far away from water at finer spatial scales.

Methods

Study area

The study was conducted in the eastern region of

Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe (* 26.9�E 18.8�S,

Fig. 1). The area is characterized by relatively level

terrain (alt. 1000–1100 m asl.) and the vegetation is

typical of dystrophic semi-arid savanna. Mean annual

precipitation is c. 600 mm with large variations

between years (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2006). The

ecology of the Park is highly seasonal; about 80% of

the annual rainfall occurs between November and

April. Natural depressions and dams fill up with water

during the rainy season but gradually dry up through-

out the dry season (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2007a).

There are no rivers in the area used by the studied

elephants. At the end of the dry season, surface water

can only be found in the study area at artificial

waterholes into which groundwater is continuously

pumped. Water-dependent species such as elephants

must undertake foraging trips to and from these

waterholes (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013). This

creates local forage depletion near waterholes and, in

the long-run, habitat change: vegetation cover

increases with distance to water up to several kilome-

ters away from these waterholes (Chamaillé-Jammes

et al. 2009 and unpublished field data).

Surface water availability

The study was conducted during the course of the 2013

dry season, from June 13th when the elephants had

settled in their dry season home-range until October

Fig. 1 Elephant paths of 8 family herds during the 2013 dry

season (June 13th–October 23rd) in the Main Camp block of

Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe (26.9�E 18.8�S). During the

dry season, surface water can only be found seasonal water pans

(grey circles) or pumped water pans (black circles)
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23rd when they dispersed again after the first signif-

icant storm. We monitored all natural pans and

artificial waterholes over a c. 2000 km2 area (Fig. 1).

During the course of the study period, the number of

pans containing water in the area declined from 105 to

57, however the increase in distance to water was

mitigated by artificial water pans (Chamaillé-Jammes

et al. 2007a). Indeed, the distribution of water pans in

the landscape is uneven. The effect of the dry-up of

pans close to pumped waterholes is negligible,

whereas the dry-up of isolated pans implies entire

areas may no longer be accessible to herbivores. Major

changes in access to water resulting from waterhole

dry-up were used to define four periods during which

water availability remained relatively unchanged

(Appendix II). The first period covered the early cold

dry season. The number of pans still holding water was

105 at the start of the period (June 13th) and 97 at the

end of the period (July 7th) (mean = 101). The

following periods covered the end of the cold dry

season (from 92 pans on July 8th to 73 pans on August

4th, mean = 84), the mid dry season season (from 72

pans on August 5th to 63 pans on September 10th,

mean = 68) and the hot dry season (from 62 pans on

September 11th to 57 pans on October 23rd,

mean = 58).

Elephant movement data

InNovember 2012, 13 adult female elephants belonging

to different family herds were equipped with GPS

collars recording one location every 30 min. We

retained data from 8 collars for which fix success rates

enabledus to reliably identify visits towater.Wedefined

a foraging trip as the movement path covered between

two consecutive visits to a waterhole. During the 2013

dry season, we identified 901 trips (see Appendix I).

Trips were categorized as looping trips (after visiting a

waterhole, the elephant made a loop via foraging places

and returned to the same waterhole) or commuting trips

(after visiting a waterhole, the elephant commuted to

another waterhole, probably foraging on the way)

(Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013); 38% of foraging trips

were looping trips (resp. 62% commuting trips).

Elephants live in multilevel fusion-fission societies.

They can aggregate into large herds or split into

smaller units according to environmental conditions.

Family units are generally stable across seasonal

periods (Wittemyer et al. 2005). In this study, direct

observations and camera trap records (Valls-fox and

Chamaillé-Jammes unpublished data) of the studied

herds suggest that they were made of 5–17 individuals,

typically comprising about 2–8 adult females and their

immature offspring, and occasionally one or a few

adult males.

Identification of foraging locations

Previous studies have shown the importance of

integrating behavior into habitat selection studies of

African elephants (Roever et al. 2014). During a

typical looping trip, an elephant will head out in a

chosen direction, start foraging once it has reached a

certain distance from water and finally return to the

waterhole to drink (Fig. 2, Appendix I Fig. S1).

Assuming this behavioral pattern, we considered the

farthest point from the waterhole served as a reason-

able approximation of the area the elephant had

targeted for foraging. The analyses provided similar

results when we changed the foraging location to the

middle of the foraging trip, when 50% of trip duration

had elapsed (see Appendix IV for details). We

restricted our analyses to looping trips because the

assumptions concerning foraging locations are inap-

propriate for commuting trips, especially at the end of

the dry season, during which it becomes unclear where

and when elephants feed, and if they have the ability to

select foraging grounds while they travel between

waterholes. Overall, we analyzed 70 trips during cold

dry season 1, 72 trips during cold dry season 2, 95 trips

during the mid dry season and 107 during the hot dry

season.

Mapping waterhole density at different scales

Elephants primarily use areas comprised between 2

and 6 km from water and seldom travel beyond 10 km

from any waterhole during the dry season (Chamaillé-

Jammes et al. 2013). The simple measure of landscape

accessibility provided by distance to the closest

waterhole is far from encompassing the complexity

of the landscape with respect to surface water avail-

ability. To map waterhole density, we used a method

similar to Cushman et al. (2010) by constructing a

waterhole density index (WDIh) defined as the sum of

bivariate gaussian kernels of the same width placed

over each waterhole (Eq. 1).
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where distij is the distance between location xi and

waterhole j, n is the number of waterholes in the study

area holding water at the time of the trip, and h is a

distance corresponding to the kernel width. The

formula is similar to a Kernel Density Estimation

(KDE). However, unlike the KDEwe did not divide by

n, the number of waterholes. Indeed, n decreases

during the course of the season, and dividing by n

would normalize the WDI over the entire landscape,

which would then not reflect the fact that earlier in the

season more waterholes retain water and thus water-

hole density is greater.

Fig. 2 Construction of the Resource Selection Function. For

each looping trip (black line) the foraging location was

estimated by extracting the furthest GPS location from the

waterhole (Far). Controls were drawn every 500 m along a

circle at the same distance to the water pan. We estimated a

scale-dependent index of waterhole density using a kernel-

based approach (see text for details). In this example,

waterhole density is shown at two scales: (a) broad-scale

kernel width (h = 6500) and (b) fine-scale kernel width

(h = 1000). Pans included in the waterhole density calcula-

tions are marked by a small circle. Note that the water pan at

which the elephants drank (large circle) is not included in the

calculations to avoid correlations with distance to water when

the kernel width is fine
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We were interested in how the Waterhole Density

Index influences elephant movement behavior at

different scales. To test this scaling effect in subse-

quent statistical models, two Waterhole Density

Indices were used simultaneously: WDIfine was

defined using a fine-scale kernel with hfine that varied

from 200 m to 5 km (100 m increment), andWDIbroad
defined using a broad-scale kernel width hbroad, that

varied between 2.5 and 12 km (100 m increment),

(see Appendix III for details). The areas of influence of

each water pan overlap extensively when the kernel

width is broad (e.g., h = 6500, Fig. 2a) creating a

gradient from areas with high waterhole density to

areas with low waterhole density. Conversely, the area

of influence of different waterholes seldom overlap for

fine-scale kernels (h B 1000, Fig. 2b). Thus, the

kernel width, h, summarizes the scale at which

waterhole density influences elephant habitat selection

in subsequent models.

Statistical analyses

In order to model the potentially opposite effects of

landscape complementation and resource depletion, we

developed a case–control Resource Selection Function

(RSF) (Fortin et al. 2005; Forester et al. 2009). The

foraging location of each trip was paired with controls.

Each foraging location and its paired controls were

considered as independent strata. Controls were evenly

spaced every 500 m along a circle centered on the

waterhole the elephant had come fromandwhose radius

was equal to the distance between the foraging location

and the waterhole (Fig. 2). The number of controls per

trip was proportional to the circle radius and ranged

from 8 to 387 (mean = 91). For the shortest trips, when

distance to water was less than 655 m, a minimum of 8

points were kept in each cardinal direction (N, NE, E,

SE, S, SW, W & NW). Model estimates were qualita-

tively similar when only 8 random control points were

kept for eachobservation regardless of distance towater.

The RSF includes waterhole density at two different

scales as the only explanatory variables (Eq. 2).

w xið Þ¼ exp bfine �WDIfine xið Þþbbroad �WDIbroad xið Þ
� �

two-scalemodelð Þ ð2Þ

where w(xi) is the relative probability of selecting a

location xi, bfine and bbroad are the coefficients

respectively associated to waterhole density at a fine

scaleWDIfine(xi) and waterhole density at a broad scale

WDIbroad(xi).

To identify the best fitting scales, we used a multi-

scale optimization approach (McGarigal et al. 2016).

We compared two-scale models with different pairs of

kernel widths for which hfine\ hbroad - 1000 to avoid

both kernel widths from being too similar. The best

fitting two-scale model was identified using the quasi-

likelihood under independence criterion, QIC, which is

appropriate for case–control designs (Craiu et al. 2008).

To test the multiscale hypothesis, we compared the

fit of the best two-scale model (Eq. 2) and of the best

one-scale model (Eq. 3).

w xið Þ ¼ exp bh �WDIh xið Þð Þ one-scale modelð Þ ð3Þ

The best one-scale model was obtained by com-

paring the QIC of models with a kernel width

(h) between 200 m and 12 km by 100 m increments

(Appendix III).

The sign of the bh coefficient indicates whether

elephants respond to landscape complementation or

resource depletion. If bh is positive, elephants select

areas with high waterhole density. Conversely, a

negative coefficient indicates elephants select areas

with low waterhole density. The model, calculated for

a given kernel width h, allows the coefficient to vary

linearly according to distance of the foraging location

from the pan at which the elephant drank (dwati)

(Eq. 4).

bh ¼ ah � dwati þ bh b coefficientð Þ ð4Þ

Trips made from the same waterholes, or by the

same individuals, are not statistically independent.

Mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards (Coxph)

models used to estimate RSFs coefficients (fitted

using the coxme package in R) revealed the variance

of the random effect of individual ID was negligible,

and approximately 100 times smaller than the one of

waterhole ID. RSFs coefficients were identical to

those obtained using fixed-effects Coxph models with

robust standard errors (fitted using the survival

package in R) who also accounted for correlations

across trips made from the same waterhole. Those

fixed-effects Coxph models provided smaller s.e., and

are therefore presented here. Model goodness of fit
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was assessed by k-fold cross validations with 10 bins

and 100 iterations (Fortin et al. 2009; Basille 2015).

Cross-validation scores were given by the Spearman

rank correlation between observed and predicted data

(Boyce et al. 2002, Fig. 3).

Results

The best-fitting two-scale models have better QIC

support than the one-scale models (Table 1, Fig. 3),

confirming that multi-scale models outperform single-

scale models to predict the effects of waterhole density

on elephant foraging patterns. Three-scale models had

less QIC support than two scale models (results not

shown). The best-fitting kernel widths in the two-scale

models are fairly consistent for all 4 periods of the dry

season. The broad scale kernel widths range from 5.5

to 7.6 km and the fine-scale kernel widths are always

less than 1 km (Table 1).

Broad scale response to waterhole density

The bbroad coefficient is negative throughout the dry

season (Fig. 4), demonstrating elephants avoid high

waterhole density areas during foraging. The negative

slope indicates elephants select low waterhole density

areas more strongly when they forage far away from

the waterhole they drank from. The steeper slope at the

end of the dry season suggests elephant’s selection of

Fig. 3 A posteriori cross-validation and 95% confidence

intervals of the best-fitting one-scale models (white symbols)

and two-scale models (black symbols). Higher Spearman rank

correlations indicate a better model prediction. One way

Student’s t test comparison of means were used to test if

validation scores of two-scale models were greater than those

from one-scale models: ***p\ 0.001, **p\ 0.01 and NS:

p[ 0.05

Table 1 Kernel widths (h) and QIC values of the best-fitting one-scale and two-scale models for each one of the four peri-

ods. Models with a lower QIC have more support. A positive DQIC (= QICone-scale - QICtwo-scale) indicates the two-scale model is

best

Period Best one-scale model Best two-scale model DQIC

h (m) QIC hfine (m) hbroad (m) QIC

Cold dry 1 1600 443 900 5900 432 11

Cold dry 2 5300 542 400 5500 532 10

Mid dry 7600 645 400 7600 641 4

Hot dry 6100 728 300 6200 725 3
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low waterhole density areas at a broad scale increases

over the course of the dry season only when they go far

away from water.

Surprisingly, during the mid dry and the hot dry

season, the bbroad coefficient is positive until 2 km

from water (Fig. 4). This pattern is an artefact caused

by modelling the relationship between the b coeffi-

cient and distance to water as linear (Eq. 4). Indeed,

the actual shape of the relationship appears to be

slightly convex. However, neither second and third

degree polynomial functions, nor power functions,

improved model fit or converged reliably (results not

shown). When fitting a linear model, the strong

avoidance of areas with high waterhole density when

elephants were located beyond 10 km of water led to a

strong negative slope and a positive intercept. How-

ever, when these locations (which cannot be consid-

ered as outliers) were removed, the intercept was

negative. Thus, apparent selection for areas with high

waterhole density when foraging within 2 km from

water is a statistical artifact, and elephants always

select areas with low waterhole density at broad

scales.

Fine scale response to waterhole density

The negative value of the bfine coefficient shows that
elephants avoid areas with high local density of pans

(Fig. 4). The kernel width of the fine-scale waterhole

density function—ranging from 300 to 900 m—

means that Gaussian kernels don’t overlap unless

waterholes are within 2 times the kernel width

(Fig. 2). Looping trips are defined by the fact

elephants do not get within less than 200 m of a pan

other than the pan they started from (Appendix I), as a

result, avoidance of areas within a few hundred meters

of other water pans could partly result from this

constraint.We note however that the selection strength

becomes more negative when elephants travel further

from water during most of the dry season (Fig. 4),

suggesting that this analysis reflects a true biological

signal. In the hot dry season, the bfine coefficient is

never significantly different from zero and always has

a large standard error (Fig. 4). Upon inspection, we

found that the fine-scale kernel values of nearly all

foraging locations were equal to zero, except for two

locations at 5 and 12 km from water. Thus, in the hot

dry season elephants never forage close to waterholes,

Fig. 4 b coefficient from the best fitting two-scale Resource

Selection Functions. RSFs were estimated independently for

each season (left to right). The broad scale parameter (bbroad;
top) and the fine-scale parameter (bfine; bottom) were plotted

according to the distance to water at which foraging occurred

(vertical bars at the bottom of each panel). Areas colored in grey

represent parameter standard error
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which likely results from the very strong avoidance of

waterhole areas already occurring at broad scale.

Discussion

Forage depletion drives dry season habitat

selection

Contrarily to our expectations, landscape complemen-

tation does not appear to drive elephant movement

patterns. Elephant family groups select low waterhole

density areas at both fine and broad scales during their

foraging trips. This pattern may result from forage

depletion due to the multiple central place effects of

waterholes. More generally, central place or multiple

central place effects may occur when the spatial

distribution of non-substitutable resources is heavily

biased: When one resource is widely distributed and

fairly abundant (e.g. the food supply) whereas the

other one is rare and sparsely distributed (e.g. a

waterhole) and appears as a central place in animal

movement patterns. Resource depletion is a common

feature resulting from such landscape configurations.

It has been described repeatedly for water dependent

herbivores (Adler and Hall 2005; Shrader et al. 2008;

Rozen-Rechels et al. 2015) and colonial sea birds (Birt

et al. 1987; Elliott et al. 2009). This is also the case in

Hwange NP around waterholes (Chamaillé-Jammes

et al. 2009, unpublished data). Ultimately, the density

dependent effects of central place resource depletion

limit population size (Gaston et al. 2007) as this

appears to be the case also for the Hwange elephant

population (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2008).

Our analyses reveal that using two scales best

represents the influence of surface water distribution

on elephant habitat selection during foraging trips

(Fig. 3). Although at the landscape scale elephant

families remain within 15 km of water during the dry

season (Harris et al. 2008; Loarie et al. 2009; Cushman

et al. 2010; Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013), within this

range elephants select areas with low waterhole

density at broad scales and avoid the vicinity of water

pans at fine scales (Fig. 4). The scale of the broad-

scale kernel width (5500–7600 m, Table 1) is similar

to elephant’s foraging range (Conybeare 1991; Valls-

Fox 2015). The broad-scale kernel width captures the

emergent central place effects of competing herbi-

vores that deplete foraging resources in the most

accessible areas, as shown by the increasing slope of

the b coefficient during the course of the dry season

(Fig. 4).

We used the furthest location of each trip to identify

the area elephants target on their foraging trips.

However, during the dry season elephants spend on

average 17–19 h a day foraging (Moss et al. 2011).

Although elephants are forced to forage away from

water by resource depletion, when possible they also

feed close to water to fulfill their energetic needs. As

the surface area close to water is much smaller than

away from water, the resulting effects of grazing and

trampling by hundreds of elephants travelling daily to

and from water is much greater close to water, even

though they target areas far from water. This, added to

the impacts of other herbivores on the vegetation,

leads to the development of a ‘‘sacrifice zone’’ around

waterholes (Thrash and Derry 2008; Chamaillé-

Jammes et al. 2009; Valeix et al. 2011; Landman

et al. 2012) that hardly provides any foraging oppor-

tunities for elephants. During the dry season, elephants

spend very little time in these areas which they cross at

high speed (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013). The effect

of the fine-scale kernel (300–900 m, Table 1) reflects

this avoidance of the sacrifice zones.

The broad-scale kernel widths of two-scale models

are similar to the ones of the one-scale models (except

for the cold dry season 1; Table 1). In addition, in two-

scale models, selection coefficients are generally more

negative for the broad-scale than for the fine-scale

kernels (Fig. 4). It indicates that broad-scale selection

of low waterhole density areas, with lower central

place foraging impact, is the primary driver of

elephant habitat selection when they forage. It is more

important than the fine-scale avoidance of the prox-

imity of waterholes. Accordingly, we often observed

that the core areas of elephant dry season home ranges,

defined by the 50% utilization distribution and

including all GPS locations from both looping and

commuting trips, are centered on areas with low

broad-scale waterhole density (Fig. 5). Until further

evidence reports the contrary, we suggest that broad

scale waterhole density is likely to be a key determi-

nant of elephant dry season space use.

The identification of foraging bouts in GPS time

series is not trivial particularly in the case of

commuting trips that are strongly constrained by their

endpoints. Although, loops only constitute 38% of

foraging trips, we chose to focus our analysis on
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looping trips to ensure we were selecting foraging

locations. Future studies could generalize our findings

to commuting trips by identifying behavioral states

(e.g. foraging bouts) using segmentation methods (e.g.

Edelhoff et al. 2016), although our own trials suggest

that it will not be trivial, or using path selection

functions (Cushman et al. 2010; Zeller et al.

2014, 2016).

Spatial scaling from an animal perspective

The range and resolution (or extent and grain; Wiens

1989) of GPS tracking data allows us to consider how

animals perceive resource distribution in their envi-

ronment at multiple scales (Benhamou 2013) and

describe the drivers of resource selection at these

scales (e.g. Fryxell et al. 2008; Cushman and Lewis

2010; Zeller et al. 2014; Krishnamurthy et al. 2016).

Multi-scale analysis can also improve our ability to

understand the underlying mechanisms linking the

spatial layout of resource patches to animal move-

ment. In the case of surface water, herbivore species

need to drink regularly (Cain et al. 2012; Chamaillé-

Jammes et al. 2013). They are generally found close to

water (Redfern et al. 2003; Ogutu et al. 2014) although

they select foraging areas away from water (zebra:

Brooks and Harris 2008; zebra & sable antelope: Cain

et al. 2012; elephant: Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013

and Roever et al. 2014). Until recently, most resource

selection studies used ‘‘distance to the closest patch’’

as a landscape variable (e.g. water: De Beer and Van

Aarde 2008; Cushman et al. 2010; Franz et al. 2010; de

Knegt et al. 2011; Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013). The

use of bivariate Gaussian kernels of varying widths

captures the scales at which habitat selection is

influenced by landscape features (Cushman et al.

2010; Cushman and Lewis 2010) and in our study

revealed the additive effects of multiple central places

on resource selection (Fig. 5). In this study, central

places were easily identified and known beforehand.

When this is not the case, autocorrelation in movement

parameters (Cushman et al. 2005; Wittemyer et al.

2008; Péron et al. 2016) or recursion patterns (Riotte-

Lambert et al. 2013) can help identifying key areas of

an animal’s home range. Generally, we emphasize that

multi-scale approaches are necessary to quantify the

effect of landscape features on animal movement as

the direction and magnitude of animal selection may

Fig. 5 Dry season home-range of an elephant family herd

(dashed line = 50% Utilization Distribution, full line = 95%

UD) according to waterhole density (greyscale and kernel

width: h = 6 km). Perennial water pans are represented by

black circles. During the dry season, elephants never travel

beyond the pointed line at 15 km from water
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change according to the scale at which landscape

features are modelled (Zeller et al. 2014).

Resource selection involving multiple scales calls

into question how animals manage the cognitive trade-

off between the extent and the resolution of their

spatial knowledge. Polansky et al. (2015) identified

elephant’s goal-oriented movement towards water

from distances reaching up to 50 km, indicating

elephants have detailed spatial knowledge of water-

hole distribution over large areas. Looping trips are

typical goal-oriented movement patterns (Figs. 1, S1).

In addition to spatial memory of waterhole distribu-

tion, our results suggest elephants may have detailed

spatial knowledge forage quality over their entire

home-range and the navigational ability to travel to

these patches directly as shown by the selection of

remote foraging sites in low waterhole density areas.

Multiple central place foraging provides an ideal

framework to test more complex forms of spatial

knowledge and questions whether elephant’s selection

of low waterhole density areas resulted from detailed

knowledge of forage availability over their entire

home-range or whether it was inferred on the basis of

previous experience and the knowledge of the location

of waterholes. To improve further our understanding

of multiple central place foraging, the terms of the

forage versus water tradeoffs could be explicitly

quantified. In our study forage availability was not

measured, and because of their diverse diet, assessing

food availability and quality for elephants is difficult.

Proxies like the Normalized-Difference Vegetation

Index (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2007c), or more

specific ground-calibrated extensions like maps of

nitrogen forage content (Kaszta et al. 2016) could be

included in resource selection models, but a stronger

inference could be obtained by using direct measure-

ments of forage quality of elephants displaying

different movement strategies, for instance by mea-

suring chlorophyll levels in faeces (Christianson and

Creel 2015).

From animal movement to water provisioning

in semi-arid rangelands

By definition, the geographical distribution of water

dependent herbivores is strongly constrained by

surface water (Redfern et al. 2003; Ogutu et al.

2014). As a result, their populations are limited by the

quantity of dry season forage they can access from the

remaining water sources (Illius and O’Connor 2000).

However, these ecosystems are also characterized by

high levels of inter-annual rainfall variability (Cha-

maillé-Jammes et al. 2007b). Fluctuating rainfall

affects herbivores in two ways: Total dry season

forage biomass is positively correlated with precipi-

tation and the dry season range of herbivores is

determined by surface water availability resulting

from total rainfall and the duration of the rainy season.

The second effect is buffered by artificial water

provisioning (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2007a). Pop-

ulation crashes may occur during droughts when both

forage quantity and the area accessible to herbivores is

limited resulting in forage depletion (Walker et al.

1987). However, rather than buffering such population

crashes, artificial water provisioning can induce

massive die-offs due to greater forage depletion in

areas with high waterhole densities (Walker et al.

1987; Owen-Smith 1996).

The scale at which waterhole density is relevant for

management was however mostly unknown. By

directly identifying the scale at which waterhole

densities influence elephant habitat selection our study

provides new information feeding the long-standing

debate on water provisioning for elephant manage-

ment (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2007d). Elephants are

known to rarely use areas located beyond 10–15 km

from water in the dry season (Redfern et al. 2003;

Cushman et al. 2010; Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013;

this study) and this knowledge provides a relevant

distance to understand accessibility of the landscape.

Our results additionally show that within this acces-

sible area, elephants respond to waterhole density at

relatively broad scale of 5–7 km. Thus, when consid-

ering the impact of elephants on vegetation, managers

should not be concerned whether waterholes are

distant from a few hundred meters or a few km, but

rather whether having waterholes within * 5 km of

each others will help them achieving their objectives.

Increasing waterhole density at this scale will increase

local water availability, local elephant impact and

forage depletion and subsequently push elephants to

forage in other areas of the landscape. These consid-

erations only apply to the dry season range, as central

place foraging and the constraint to forage within

10-15 km of water is relaxed by the onset of the

seasonal rains (Owen-Smith 1996; Cushman et al.

2005; Tshipa et al. 2017).
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Conclusion

Landscape complementation through water provision-

ing in arid rangelands transforms low density or

seasonal habitats to high density habitats used

throughout the year. In terms of resource selection,

the benefits of landscape complementation can be

negated by the costs of forage depletion. Traditional

metrics used in habitat selection studies provide

limited possibilities to apprehend such interactive

effects and multi-scale approaches are increasingly

becoming the norm (Cushman and Lewis 2010; Elliot

et al. 2014; Zeller et al. 2014; Krishnamurthy et al.

2016; Zeller et al. 2016). The simultaneous use of

Gaussian kernels of different widths allowed to find

the most ecologically relevant scales (sensu McGari-

gal et al. 2016) driving the dry season selection of

foraging sites by elephants, given the larger landscape-

scale constraint imposed by the need to drink

regularly. The approach revealed the emerging effects

of the heterogeneous distribution of waterholes at two

spatial scales as they were perceived by elephants

during their foraging trips.
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Appendix I : Identification of foraging trips 

A foraging trip is defined as the portion of an elephant’s movement path comprised between 

two visits to a waterhole. During looping trips elephants return to the same waterhole whereas 

during commuting trips they travel to a different waterhole (Fig. S1). 

 

 

Fig. S1: A few elephant looping trips (purple) and commuting trips (orange). Permanent 

pumped waterholes are shown in dark blue, smaller natural pans in light blue 

 

© Google earth (2015) 



 

1. Principle of the method 

In order to define foraging trips, it is necessary to accurately identify when an individual 

equipped with a GPS collar visits a waterhole. GPS collars were programmed to collect one 

location every 30 minutes and the average time spent by elephant family herds at a waterhole 

is 20 min (Valeix et al. unpublished data). Two approaches were combined to detect these visits: 

(a) Buffer-based approach: An individual was considered to have visited a waterhole if its 

GPS track intersected a buffer of a given radius (Fig. S2a). In practice this was done by 

linearly interpolating the movement track to one location every 5 minutes. In order to avoid 

detecting spurious visits, if two consecutive visits were detected within a tolerance interval 

they were merged into one visit unless they occurred at different waterholes. The threshold 

was set at 40min which ensured the individuals never really had time to leave the proximity 

of a given waterhole. 

(b) Movement-based approach: We also considered a visit had occurred if an individual 

could have reached water between two successive GPS locations. At a given GPS location, 

we assumed the elephant maintains the same speed and direction as during the previous 

time step (i.e. assuming movement inertia). A visit was considered to have occurred if a 

waterhole could have been reached under this assumption. In other words, the distance to 

the waterhole was smaller than the distance to the previous location (Fig. S2b). 

Geometrically, if one considers two consecutive relocations at times 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡, and 

𝐷𝑤(𝑡) the distance to water of a given relocation, there was a visit if: 

𝐷𝑤(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡) < (𝐷𝑤(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡) − 𝐷𝑤(𝑡)) 

 

Fig. S2: Illustration of the two approaches used to identify visits. (a) A visit is considered 

to have occurred if an individual enters a buffer centered on the waterhole. (b) A visit is 

considered to have occurred if the net displacement in direction of the waterhole between 

two consecutive locations is greater than the distance to the waterhole of the second 

location.  

a b 



 

2. Validation using high-temporal resolution GPS data 

In order to assess the validity of both approaches, collars were set to record one point 

every 5 minutes during a four-day period in October 2013. We retained data from ten collars 

for which success rates during these four days exceeded 90 % and did not have any gap longer 

than 30 minutes 

Most pans are roughly circular in shape with a diameter ranging from c. 20m – 100m at 

the time of the study. Distance to a water pan was therefore considered to be equivalent to the 

distance to its centroid. The buffer was set at 200m since it would have been unrealistic for an 

individual to enter the buffer, drink and exit the buffer in 5 minutes. Elephants walk fastest just 

before reaching water pans (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013). In October 2013, the longest 

distance covered over a 5 min period was 450 m (5.4 km.h-1). The consistency of visits was 

subsequently proof checked by a visual inspection of the trajectories in Quantum GIS 2.4.0.  

Thirty-nine visits were identified using this high-temporal resolution data. These visits 

were thereafter considered as the real visits and taken as a reference. With the default fix rate 

of 30 minutes and a conservative 200m buffer, the combination of both buffer- and movement-

based approaches enabled us to detect all 39 visits. Taken separately the buffer accurately 

identified 85% of visits on its own, whereas 95% of visits were identified by the movement-

based approach. There was only one false positive (2.5%) however upon visual inspection of 

the sequence the track veered away from the water-point less than 500m before reaching it 

while moving at high speed (3km.h-1). As expected, when the fix rate decreased to 60 min or 

90 min, acurate visit detection decreased to 90% and 87% respectively this would correspond 

to missing one or two consecutive locations.  

Increasing buffer size increased the proportion of visits detected by the buffer until all 

visits were detected. This occurred at 850 m for a 30min fix-rate and 1.2 km for the 60 min fix-

rate. Increasing buffer size significantly increased the chances of detecting a visit for small 

buffers. However, increasing buffer size also generated two undesirable errors: false visits and 

merged visits. Whereas a small proportion of false visits seemed inevitable as sampling 

frequency decreases their number steadily increases with buffer size beyond a 400m threshold. 

Merging visits can lead to a loss of information since two consecutive visits to a waterhole are 

subsequently treated as one.  

Whereas both methods were sensitive to sampling frequency the movement-based 

approach does not require the a priori definition of a buffer zone. However, there was a 5%-

10% portion of visits that were not detected by this approach. Both criteria are complementary: 

The buffer identifies visits with greatest accuracy when the individual moves slowly but the 

movement-based approach does not. When the individual moves fast, no locations fall within 

the buffer but the movement inertia index identifies visits readily. The movement-based 

approach could also compensate small gaps in the data with one or two missing relocations. 

 



 

3. Validation using field observations 

Visits to waterholes were independently validated using direct observations in the field (12 

confirmed visits) and camera traps (28 confirmed visits).  

(a) Direct observation: When a group of elephants was spotted at a waterhole, a positive 

identification of the collared individual was inferred using the VHF signal and confirmed 

through direct visual observation of the animal with the collar. In total, we made 12 

opportunistic sightings of 6 different collared individuals at 10 different water pans. 

(b) Camera traps: Reconyx Hyperfire Camera traps were deployed at 19 waterholes for 50 

sessions of 5-13 days amounting to 433 days of observation. The cameras were set at a 

distance from the water’s edge in order to encompass the entire pan within the image; one 

picture was taken every 20 seconds from dawn to dusk (Fig. S3). Visits were confirmed 

when a single group of elephants came to the pan between the two closest GPS locations 

to the waterhole or if there was a positive identification of the collared individual on a 

photograph. Out of 127 visits that occurred during the camera trap sessions, only 28 visits 

could be validated because elephants prefer drinking at night (80 visits) or were so 

numerous that the group with the collar cannot be singled out (19 visits). No negative 

controls were made since these would imply following elephants for lengthy periods off 

roads in dense bushland and woodland thickets.  

 

 

Fig. S3: Camera trap photograph of a collared elephant cow (see GPS box on top of the 

elephant’s neck) leaving a waterhole in Hwange NP, on September 16th 2013 at 14:09:20 (left 

panel) and 14:09:40 (right panel).  

4. A posteriori filtering of trips 

Two conservative thresholds were defined to minimise the loss of information resulting 

from missing GPS locations. Trips were removed from the dataset if two conditions were 

fulfilled: (a) the gap lasted more than 1h and (2) the gap occurred when the elephant was 

sufficiently close to water for it to travel back and forth in a straight line at a speed below 1m.s-

1. By using a speed criterion, trips with small gaps in the GPS sequence occurring far away 

from waterholes were maintained in the dataset. 
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Appendix II : Definition of time periods according to the dry-up 

of water pans 

To assess seasonal trends in elephant habitat selection we defined 4 periods within the 

2013 dry season. Rather than imposing an arbitrary duration, the cut-off dates were chosen 

according to changes in water distribution in the landscape. The total number of water pans 

proved to be a very poor indicator of changing surface water availability due to the 

heterogeneous distribution of water pans and the varying amount of overlap between areas 

located in their vicinity. We therefore used the quantile distribution of distance to water 

throughout the study area. Breakpoints along the quantile curves were chosen to define the time 

periods (Fig. S4). Thus, study periods were periods during which where distribution of distance 

to water in the landscape was approximately constant. 

 

Fig. S4: Quantile distribution of distance to water in the study area during the 2013 dry season. 

 

For more details on surface water dynamics in Hwange NP, see Chapter 2, Valls-Fox, 

H., (2015). To drink or not to drink? The influence of resource availability on elephant foraging 

and habitat selection in a semi-arid savannah (PhD thesis).  
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Appendix III : Selection of the optimal kernel width using  

Quasi-likelihood under independence criterion  

 

This appendix details the comparison between different kernel widths that was used to identify 

the best Resource Selection FunctionErreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. The best one-

scale model was obtained by comparing models with kernel widths (h) varying between 200m 

and 12km by 100m increments (Fig. S5). The best two-scale model was obtained by testing 

different pairs of kernel widths: a small kernel width ranging from 200 m to 5 km and a large 

kernel width between 2.5 km and 12 km (Fig. S6). Note the range of values for each kernel 

width do not cover the entire range to ensure that the small kernel width was indeed smaller 

and different from the large kernel width (ℎ𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 < ℎ𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − 1000).  



 

 

Fig. S5 ∆QIC curves of the one-scale models along a range of kernel widths. The minimum 

value is shown by the vertical dashed red line. 



 

 

Fig. S6 ∆QIC curves of the two-scale models along a range of large kernel widths (x-axis). 

Each line represents a different small kernel width. 

 



 

 

 

Fig. S6 (continued) ∆QIC curves of the two-scale models along a range of large kernel widths 

(x-axis). Each line represents a different small kernel width. 
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Appendix IV: Alternative foraging location 

 

An alternative choice of the foraging location was the middle of the foraging trip (when 50% 

of the trip had elapsed). The middle of the foraging trip also corresponds to the time when 

travelling speed is minimum (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2013). The following appendix presents 

the kernel widths of the best-fitting models (table S1) and predicted selection strength (Fig. S7) 

as well as the details of the selection of the best model by QIC (Figs S8 & S9) and finally the a 

posteriori cross-validation (Fig. S10). 

 

Table S1:  Kernel widths (h) and QIC values of the best-fitting one-scale and two-scale models 

for each one of the four periods. Models with a lower QIC have more support. A positive ΔQIC 

(= QICone-scale – QICtwo-scale) indicates the two-scale model is best. 

 

 best one-scale model best two-scale model  

season h  QIC h small h large QIC ΔQIC 

cold dry 1 2200 m 456 700 m 5400 m 443 13 

cold dry2 4300 m 494 400 m 5000 m 478 16 

mid dry 5800 m 625 400 m 6100 m 613 12 

hot dry 6200 m 706 600 m 6400 m  696 10 

 



 

 

Fig. S7: Relative selection strengths from the best fitting two-scale Resource Selection 

Functions. RSFs were estimated independently for each season (left to right). The large 

scale parameter (large ; top) and the small scale parameter (small ; bottom) were plotted 

according to the distance to water at which foraging occurred (vertical bars at the 

bottom of each panel). Shaded areas represent parameter standard error.  

 

 

Fig. S8 ∆QIC curves of the one-scale models along a range of kernel widths. The 

minimum value is shown by the vertical dashed red line. 



 

 

 

 

Fig. S9:  ∆QIC curves of the two-scale models along a range of large kernel widths (x-

axis). Each line represents a different small kernel width 



 

 

 

Fig. S9 (continued):  ∆QIC curves of the two-scale models along a range of large kernel 

widths (x-axis). Each line represents a different small kernel width 

 



 

 

Fig. S10 : Cross-validation scores and 95% confidence intervals (see text for details) of the 

best-fitting one-scale models (white symbols) and two-scale models (black symbols). Higher 

Spearman rank correlations indicate a better model prediction. One way Student’s t-test 

comparison of means were used to test if validation scores of two-scale models were greater 

than those from one-scale models: ***: p<0.001 , **: p<0.01, *: p<0.05 and NS: p>0.05. 

 


